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EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL

I feel privileged in presenting the second issue of our

college magazine LUMINOUS. I would like to place on record

my gratitude and heartfelt thanks to all those who have

contributed to make this effort a success.

The role of the faculty is to nurture the skills and talents

of the students as a facilitator and LUMINOUS is going to

showcase the strength of this Institute acting as a forum to

exhibit the potential of faculty and students with their literary

skills and innovative ideas. This magazine is intended to bring

out the hidden literary talents in the students. The outside

world will come to know about the caliber of the students and

the faculty through this medium projecting a high standard

and quality.

The moral duty lies to extend our thanks to the

President, Principal and the authors who have contributed their

valuable efforts for the magazine Luminous.

LUMINOUS2K14

- C.V. Lakshmi
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ABOUT COLLEGE ...ABOUT  COLLEGE ...

Bapatla Women’s Engineering College, a unit of Bapatla Educational Society estab-

lished in 2009 to meet the higher educational needs of women students and to provide the

best environment for teaching, learning, research innovation and character building.

Bapatla Women’s Engineering College has the finest of faculty and a stimulating

learning environment. It is a catalyst for new ideas, concepts, and skills. To attain its objec-

tives, BWEC ensures that its every student emerges as a total professional i.e. as one with

a distinct individuality to lead and galvanize the process of academic change. It intends to

help students discover their various facets and attain their true potential. Bapatla Women’s

Engineering College ensures that its students are equipped with the resources to realize

their dreams the moment they step out from the Institute.
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MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT

I am very happy to see Bapatla Women’s Engineering

College coming up with its second edition of the College

Magazine “Luminous2k14”.

On behalf of the management, I congratulate the staff

and students for extending their efforts in a progressive

direction. I am sure that our students will come up with good

ideas and live up to the expectations of the faculty and

institution. I would like to extend a parting message to final

year students of 2014 batch, wishing them good luck for

future endeavor !

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT

- M. Seshagiri Rao
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MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL

It gives me immense pleasure to pen a few words as

prologue to our magazine Luminous2k14’ exclusively meant for

churning out the latent writing talent which bears immense

potentiality of sharpening your communication skill as part of

your over all personality development. I congratulate all the

contributors and the editorial board for bringing out such a

beautiful magazine.

Management, steps taken by the college administration,

the willing contribution of the teaching and non-teaching staff

and over whelming response and enthusiastic participation of

my dear students in the college activates in the recent past all

vouch for this.

MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL

- Ch. Maruthi Devi
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MESSAGE FROM VICE-PRINCIPAL

I feel extremely delighted to observe that our college

magazine Luminous2k14 is coming out this year with the

dedicated and committed efforts of both the faculty and the

students. The college magazine is the reflection of the creativity

of the students, involved in multifarious activities with the zealous

readers of the college.

Throughout this issue of luminous magazine, we lime-

lighted the examples of BWEC students, faculty and alumni who

epitomized education, service and leadership.

We hope this issue of the magazine conveys the sense of

excitement and optimism and I am confident that our team of

facilities will leave no stone unturned to bring out a great

magazine. I extend WARM WISHES and GOOD LUCK on the

occasion...

MESSAGE FROM VICE-PRINCIPAL

- D.V. Lakshmi
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MESSAGE FROM CSE HOD

It gives me immense pleasure to lead the Department of CSE

.Our College is one of the premier institutions, unique like a prism

reflecting the manifold shades of learning and co-curricular activities.

The Department gives exposure to the students not only to

the regular Engineering curriculum but also to the aspirations of today's

corporate world, by inculcating a professional attitude in them.

The very motto of our department is to provide quality

education. The process of learning is extremely important in life. What

you learn, how you learn and where you learn play a crucial role in

developing ones intellectual capability, besides career. Learning is a

continuous process and does not end with the acquisition of a degree,

especially because steady and rapid advances in computing technologies

shorten the life of tools and techniques prevalent today. Therefore we

do not aim to make our students walking manuals of any language or

package. Instead, they are given a strong foundation in computer

science and problem-solving techniques, and are made adaptable to

changes. We are confident that our Engineers will emerge as assets

not only to this institution and to the organization they belong, but

also to the country at large. I congratulate the team of faculty members

and the students for their brilliant and original efforts. I wish all the

Students and Faculty a great academic career.

MESSAGE FROM CSE HOD

- N. Kavitha
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MESSAGE FROM EEE HOD

Dear friends,

I take the privilege to usher to the Magazine Luminous

Department of Electrical and Electronics at the Bapatla Women’s

Engineering Collage, Bapatla. Electrical and Electronics is consider as

the power Department, with the growing demand of electrical engineers

in the government and private sectors, the Department is making best

efforts to produce highly trained and capable engineers who can take

up the challenges of the real world .The quality of academic instructions,

conduct guidelines and college activities are designed to produce

competent and successful engineers. In the Department, the focus is

on preparing professional engineers.

The Department of Electrical and Electronics has a fine blend

of renowned as well as young and dynamic personalities as faculty, who

are involved in imparting quality education. The faculty strives to foster

and encourage a teaching methodology that is both practical and

theoretical in approach. The lab facilities are being upgraded from time

to time and provide adequate opportunities for the students to learn

and innovate.

For the extra curriculum activities, Department encourages the

students because, “engineers are the creators of the new world”. Going

with these lines the department has the fully equipped project lab to

encourage the students to show their creativity.

MESSAGE FROM EEE HOD

- I. Haritha
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MESSAGE FROM ECE HOD

It is an honor and a privilege to be the Head of the Department

of ECE, the stream that stands for excellence and continuously sets

the highest standards. We impart quality education & training to

students for shaping their careers. We are in continuous efforts to

educate leaders who will turn great ideas into real changes that will

make the world a better place and generate new knowledge and advance

the progress of research. Our goal is to make efforts for the spread of

technical education among classes and communities, which are socially

and educationally underprivileged. Our motto is to create capable young

researchers / teachers with great thirst for knowledge and scientific

curiosity. Guest lecturers being delivered by subject Experts, Seminars,

Workshops on recent developments are regularly organized for the

students to enhance their knowledge base. Increasingly, our faculty,

alumni, and students are imbued with an entrepreneurial spirit that

brings the results of their innovations to fruition as real “products”

that influence our lives for the better.

“The empires of the future are the empires of the mind.”

MESSAGE FROM ECE HOD

- G. Krishnaveni
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EMAIL ID'S [2010-2014]
DEPDEPDEPDEPDEPARARARARARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERINGTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERINGTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERINGTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERINGTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING

REG NO STUDENT’S NAME MAIL-ID’S

Y10CS2601 A.PRAVALLIKA pravallikabala@gmail.com

Y10CS2602 A.VANI sravanivani1@gmail.com

Y10CS2603 A.THANUJA a.thanuja18@gmail.com

Y10CS2604 B.BHAVANI bb.bhavani29@gmail.com

Y10CS2605 B.LIKHITHA likithaliki64@gmail.com

Y10CS2606 B.RAJESWARI bathularajeswari11@gmail.com

Y10CS2607 B.SRI LAKSHMI b.srilakshmi31@gmail.com

Y10CS2610 B.MOUNIKA bmouni7@gmail.com

Y10CS2611 B.KALPANA kalpanabollineni3@gmail.com

Y10CS2612 B.BHANU ALEKHYA bhanu.alekhya7@gmail.com

Y10CS2613 B.DIVYA JYOTHI divyajyothi.burla@gmail.com

Y10CS2614 B.SARADA saradachowdaryabc@gmail.com

Y10CS2615 C.DURGALAKSHMI durgachandanam111@gmail.com

Y10CS2616 C.PRASANNA LAKSHMI prassuchedurupalli@gmail.com

Y10CS2617 C.DEEPTHI deepuchennupati23@gmail.com

Y10CS2618 C.NAGA SWETHA nagaswethacherukuri@gmail.com

Y10CS2619 C.NAVYA SREE chiralanavyasree@gmail.com

Y10CS2620 D.DHANA LAKSHMI dhanalakshmi.dasa@gmail.com

Y10CS2621 D.SUSHMITHA LAKSHMI sushmithalakshmi.divvela@gmail.com

Y10CS2623 D.USHA RAJ usharajdovari2@gmail.com

Y10CS2624 G.ANURADHA anuradha.cac@gmail.com

Y10CS2627 G.JYOTHY jyothygopisetty5@gmail.com

Y10CS2628 G.SIREESHA sirisha.gorantlag@gmail.com

Y10CS2629 G.VENUMADHURI venumadhuri89@gmail.com

Y10CS2630 HABEEBUNNISA BEGUM fasiharamya@gmail.com

Y10CS2631 I.SUSHMA teddy.inturi@gmail.com

Y10CS2632 J.PADMAPRIYA padmapriya.jalli1234@gmail.com

Y10CS2633 J.SUPRIYA supriya12693@gmail.com

Y10CS2634 J.VENKATA SIVA NAGA LAKSHMI nagalakshmijalli@gmail.com

Y10CS2635 J.V.N.RAGHAVA DEEPTHI deepthijonnalagadda1@gmail.com

Y10CS2639 K.NIROSHA LAKSHMI kannegantinirosha@gmail.com

Y10CS2640 K.V.S.N.LAKSHMI NEERAJA neeraja.kanchi@gmail.com

Y10CS2641 K.LAKSHMI lakshmi.kapu1511@gmail.com

Y10CS2642 K.YOGYA yogyakareti@gmail.com



Y10CS2643 K.BHAGYALAKSHMI bhagics40@gmail.com

Y10CS2644 K.LAVANYA lavanyakaryampudi@gmail.com

Y10CS2645 K.JAYASRI jayasrikatabattuni43@gmail.com

Y10CS2646 K.MOUNIKA mownica.keesara@gmail.com

Y10CS2647 K.PUSHPA LATHA kesanapalli.pushpaa@gmail.com

Y10CS2648 K.SUPRAJA kogantisupraja45@gmail.com

Y10CS2649 K.TEJA kokkiligaddateja@gmail.com

Y10CS2650 K.DIVYA koppuladivya35@gmail.com

Y10CS2651 K.SWARNA swarnakjmr@gmail.com

Y10CS2652 K.SIVA PARVATHI sivaparvathikt@gmail.com

Y10CS2653 K.ANUSHA anukotrasri@gmail.com

Y10CS2654 K. V.S.L.MANI REKHA rekhakottamasu@gmail.com

Y10CS2655 K.IVYALAKSHMI divyakotu@gmail.com

Y10CS2656 K.SUKANYA RANI sukanya.kouthrapu@gmail.com

Y10CS2657 L.SAILAJA sailajalatchamsetty7@gmail.comm

Y10CS2658 M.ANUSHA anusri.sri6@gmail.com

Y10CS2659 M.VENKATA LIZI lizelize4@gmail.com

Y10CS2660 M.SINDHUJA maddinenisindhu5@gmail.com

Y10CS2661 M.BHANU PRIYANKA bhanumaddula9@gmail.com

Y10CS2662 M.VENKATA LAKSHMI m.v.lakshmi00@gmail.com

Y10CS2663 M.ANUSHA anusha.manam120@gmail.com

Y10CS2664 M.VIJAYALAKSHMI vijji6471@gmail.com

Y10CS2665 M.JYOTHI jyothimarreddy6317@gmail.com

Y10CS2666 M.MOUNIKA marreddy9012@gmail.com

Y10CS2667 M.SRAVANI sravani17.meduri@gmail.com

Y10CS2668 M.SUREKHA surrumeenigala.2@gmail.com

Y10CS2670 M.SRI SOBHA srisobhametla@gmail.com

Y10CS2671 Md.RIZVANA mohammedrizvana@gmail.com

Y10CS2672 N.CHITTIMMA chittimma.nadendla@gmail.com

Y10CS2674 N.SIVA PARVATHI shivareddy5432@gmail.com

Y10CS2675 N.DIVYA divyanallamothu99@gmail.com

Y10CS2677 N.SAI SRAVANTHI sravlakshmi@gmail.com

Y10CS2678 N.AVANTHI avanthi.nannapaneni@gmail.com

Y10CS2679 P.SUHARIKA suharikap@gmail.com

Y10CS2680 P.PRASANTHI p.prasanthi1993@gmail.com

Y10CS2681 P.BINDU peravalibindus@gmail.com

Y10CS2682 P.BHAVANI pikkilibhavani@gmail.com

Y10CS2684 P.VENKATA DEEPTHISREE deepthisreerao.p@gmail.com
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Y10CS2685 P.NANDINI nandininaidu111@gmail.com

Y10CS2686 P. SNEHA sneha.ponnekanti@gmail.com

Y10CS2697 P.THRIVENI prathimala.thriveni92@gmail.com

Y10CS2691 S.GAYATHRI gayathri924@gmail.com

Y10CS2692 Sk.KHADHI RUNNISA khadhira932@gmail.com

Y10CS2693 Sk.LALBHI SHAKEELA lalbhi10cs089@gmail.com

Y10CS2694 Sk.MALLIKA mallikabarbi@gmail.com

Y10CS2696 Sk.REHANA rehanashaik687@gmail.com

Y10CS2697 S.SRI HARSHITHA smilingsriharsha17@gmail.com

Y10CS2699 S.HASEENA haseenasyed93@gmail.com

Y10CS2700 T.SUPRAJA supraja.friends8@gmail.com

Y10CS2701 T.DIVYA t.divyasanjana101@gmail.com

Y10CS2702 T.SIVA PARVATHI tullimilli102@gmail.com

Y10CS2703 T.NAGASRI sri.turlapati93@gmail.com

Y10CS2704 V.PRASANNALAKSHMI prasannalakshmi099@gmail.com

Y10CS2705 V.RAMYASRI ramyasricse105@gmail.com

Y10CS2706 V.HEMALATHA vajralahemalathareddy@gmail.com

Y10CS2707 V.RAJITHA rajitha.vasamsetti@gmail.com

Y10CS2708 V.SIVANAGASAI sivasaishilpa@gmail.com

Y10CS2709 V.SAI RANI sairani99@gmail.com

Y10CS2710 V.SANDHYA lovelysanju93@gmail.com

Y10CS2711 Y.ANUSHA yanusha1234@gmail.com

Y10CS2712 Y.ASHWINI luvngashu.93@gmail.com

L11CS2721 B.SIVAPARVATHI sivaparvathi041@gmail.com

L11CS2722 D.LAVANYA devarapalli.laddu@gmail.com

L11CS2723 K.SUCHARITHA ksucharitha116@gmail.com

L11CS2724 K.ANUSHA anushak004@gmail.com

L11CS2725 P.LEELAVATHI leelavathipeggam@gmail.com

L11CS2726 S.NADIYA snadiya121@gmail.com

L11CS2727 T.ASAJYOTHI tashajyo@gmail.com

L11CS2728 V.SOUMYA sowmyavuyyuru@gmail.com

L11CS2729 Y.SITA MAHALAKSHMI sitamahalakshmi10@gmail.com

L11CS2730 Y.KATYAYANI kachayani111@gmail.com

Y9CS2616 K. TEJASWI tejaswikaranki@gmail.com
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DEPDEPDEPDEPDEPARARARARARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICAAAAATION ENGINEERINGTION ENGINEERINGTION ENGINEERINGTION ENGINEERINGTION ENGINEERING

REGD NO NAME OF THE STUDENT's EMAIL ID's

Y10EC2601 ABBARAJU SATYA SRIVALLI satyasrivalli244@gmail.com
Y10EC2602 ALA LAKSHMI SAHAJA lakshmisaha.ala@gmail.com
Y10EC2603 ALURI CHRISTE ISWARYA ravigrace.alury@gmail.com
Y10EC2604 BADDELA MANASA manasabaddela@gmail.com
Y10EC2605 BADE GNANESWARI bade.gnani@gmail.com
Y10EC2606 BANDLA GNANESWARI btulasiamulya@gmail.com
Y10EC2607 BANDREDDI JYOTHI PRIYANKA bandreddijyothipriyanka@gmail.com
Y10EC2608 BEJAGAM KANAKA LAKSHMI mahalakshmi.bejagam@gmail.com\
Y10EC2609 BETHALA MOUNIKA mounikasamson9@yahoo.com
Y10EC2610 BEZAWADA KAVERI Kaveri.bezawada@gmail.com
Y10EC2611 BHAVIRI SAHITYA sahityabhaviri@gmail.com
Y10EC2612 BHIMANABOINA SAI BHAVANI bhavani.bhimanaboina@gmail.com
Y10EC2613 BHOGADI NEEHARIKA neeharikabhogadi@gmail.com
Y10EC2614 BILLA PRASANNA LAKSHMI billa.sana@gmail.com
Y10EC2615 BUSANI SRILAKSHMI srilakshmi768@gmail.com
Y10EC2616 CHALUVADI V G PADMA JYOTHI jyothikrishna1212@gmail.com
Y10EC2617 CHENNUBOYINA JAYA LAKSHMI jayalakshmi741@gmail.com
Y10EC2618 CHINTA ANUSHA anushaglory2468@gmail.com
Y10EC2619 CHINTHAPALLI DIVYASAI divyasaichinthapalli@gmail.com
Y10EC2620 DABBAKUTI INDUMATHI dabbakutiindu201@gmail.com
Y10EC2621 DAGGUMATI SIVAPARVATHI siva92.daggumati@gmail.com
Y10EC2622 DANDA SWATHI swathichowdarydanda@gmail.com
Y10EC2623 DARLA HYMAVATHI hymavathidarla23@gmail.com
Y10EC2624 DASARI SAMYUKTHA dasarisamyuktha24@gmail.com
Y10EC2625 DOKUPARTHI LAKSHMI SIRISHA lakshmisirisha91@gmail.com
Y10EC2626 EDARA NAVYASREE edara.navyasree@gmail.com
Y10EC2627 EPURU SWARNA KUMARI epuruswarna2@gmail.com
Y10EC2628 GADIPARTHI LAKSHMI PRASANNA lakshmiprasanna278@gmail.com
Y10EC2629 GARIKIPATI VASUNDHARA vasundharagarikapati@gmail.com
Y10EC2630 GORANTLA PRIYANKA gorantlapriyanka88@gmail.com
Y10EC2631 GUDAVALLI TULASI tulasigudavalli22@gmail.com
Y10EC2632 GURRALA KEERTHI gurralakeerthi@gmail.com
Y10EC2633 ILLURI NAGALAKSHMI illurinagalakshmi@gmail.com
Y10EC2634 KORIMELLA LAKSHMI lakshmi.lakkik@gmail.com
Y10EC2635 KAKUMANI PRIYANKA priyasweet1529@gmail.com
Y10EC2636 KAMMILI HARITHA ammulu.kammili@gmail.com
Y10EC2637 KAMPARAJU SWATHI swathikp226@gmail.com
Y10EC2638 KANDRAGUNTA KRISHNAVENI krishnavenik.99@gmail.com
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Y10EC2639 KOKKILIGADDA SIRISHA kokkiligaddasirisha@gmail.com
Y10EC2640 KOMIRISETTY SAILAKSHMI k.sailakshmi40@gmail.com
Y10EC2641 KORIVI VISALI korivivisali.642@gmail.com
Y10EC2642 KUNCHANAPALLI HARITHA harithakunchanapalli457@gmail.com
Y10EC2643 MADDUMALA SWATHI swathiece@gmail.com
Y10EC2645 MAKKE DEEPTHI makkedeepu123@gmail.com
Y10EC2646 MALLIPEDDI NAVYA SREE nsree2646@gmail.com
Y10EC2648 MARNENI RAMYA TEJASWINI tejaswini481@gmail.com
Y10EC2649 MATHI.BHAVANI bhavanimathi.147@gmail.com
Y10EC2650 MEDABALIMI JOSEPH ANUSHA anusha.joseph007@gmail.com
Y10EC2651 MEDIKONDA ANUSHA anushamedikonda59@gmail.com
Y10EC2652 MEKALA SUBBALAKSHMI msl.lakshmi39@gmail.com
Y10EC2653 MODUGULA ANUSHA anusham.52@rediffmail.com
Y10EC2654 MOHAMMED YASIMINE KOUSAR mohammedkousar@gmail.com
Y10EC2655 MUSIKARA MOUNIKA musikaramounica@gmail.com
Y10EC2656 MUTLURI SOWJANYA PRIYADARSINIdarsinimutluri@gmail.com
Y10EC2657 NAGA ANUPAMA SARANU anupama.saranu@gmail.com
Y10EC2658 NALAJALA SWATHI nalajalaswathi28@gmail.com
Y10EC2659 NARAHARASETTI BHARGAVI bhargavi395@gmail.com
Y10EC2660 NATHALA JYOTHSNA jyothsnajoseph68@gmail.com
Y10EC2662 PALAPARTHI LAKSHMITIRUPATHAMMA lakshmitirupathamma22@gmail.com
Y10EC2663 PARISA JWALITHA jwalithagoud@gmail.com
Y10EC2664 PATCHAVA ANITHADEVI pachava.ani@gmail.com
Y10EC2665 PATHAKOTTU NANDINI REDDY nandinireddy.pathakottu@gmail.com
Y10EC2666 PINNI MEENAKSHI pinni.meenakshi7@gmail.com
Y10EC2667 PINNIBOYINA APARNA aparnapinniboyina@gmail.com
Y10EC2668 PULI SRILAKSHMI pulisrilakshmi32@gmail.com
Y10EC2669 PUVVADI NAVEENA jayapuvvadi@gmail.com
Y10EC2670 REDDIBOYINA ROJARANI rojaranireddyboyina@gmail.com
Y10EC2671 RIBKA MUTLURI mutluriribka1992@gmail.com
Y10EC2672 SAGINALA SRAVANI sravani.saginala@gmail.com
Y10EC2673 SAILAJA NALABOTHULA Sailubhaskarrao@gmail.com
Y10EC2674 SAJJA SRI SOWMYA sajjasrisowmya@gmail.com
Y10EC2675 SAYYAD VAHEEDA sd.vaheeda100@gmail.com
Y10EC2676 SHAIK NAZMA shaiknazma66@gmail.com
Y10EC2677 SHAIK RESHMA shaikreshma035@gmail.com
Y10EC2678 SHAIK SHAMEERA shaik.shameera21@gmail.com
Y10EC2679 SURABATHULA NAGAMANI nagamanisurabothui@gmail.com
Y10EC2680 SUSMITHA NERALLA nerellasusmitha@gmail.com
Y10EC2681 SYAMALA DHULIPALLA syamaladhulipalla@gmail.com
Y10EC2682 TALATHOTI SRAVANYA sravanya.90@gmail.com
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Y10EC2683 TATITHOTI MADHAVI madhu.tatithoti@gmail.com
Y10EC2684 TURAKA SOWMYA turakasowmya@gmail.com
Y10EC2685 VADLAMUDI ROJA vadlamudi93@gmail.com
Y10EC2686 VAKA PRIYANKA vakapriyanka86@gmail.com
Y10EC2687 VEERISETTY PUJA PRIYA pujapriya1994@gmail.com
Y10EC2688 VEMURI CHAITANYA SINDHURI vchs93@gmail.com
Y10EC2689 VENIGILLA MOUNIKA motatitu1992@gmail.com
Y10EC2690 YARLAGADDA LAKSHMI ANUSHA anushayarlagadda08@gmail.com
Y10EC2691 YERRAPOTHU SAI THANMAYEE thanmayee.sai@gmail.com
L11EC2721 CHALLA KRANTHISRI challakranthireddy@gmail.com
L11EC2722 CHANAMOLU NAGA SRUTHI saisruthi512@gmail.com
L11EC2723 CHEPURI SWETHA swetha9676@gmail.com
L11EC2725 DEVARAPALLI SWATHI swathiec296@gmail.com
L11EC2726 E TIRUPATHAMMA eetirupatamma@gmail.com
L11EC2727 K ANUSHA anu.kollimarla@gmail.com
L11EC2728 KALEPALLI LAKSHMI DURGA ldurga174@gmail.com
L11EC2729 KATTUPALLI ANITHA anithakattupalli@gmail.com
L11EC2730 MUNUGOTI BHUVANESWARI bhuvana9010@gmail.com
L11EC2731 NAKKALA NAGAMANI maniece101@gmail.com
L11EC2732 NARRA SIVAPARVATHI sivaparvathi@gmail.com
L11EC2733 NUTAKKI ANUSHA anujagguec103@gmail.com
L11EC2734 PUSHADAPU BHAVYA bhavya.pushadapu@gmail.com
L11EC2735 SAJIDA BEGUM sajida.sk85@gmail.com
L11EC2736 SANKURATHRI VIJAYA LAKSHMI sankurathri.vijayalakshmi@gmail.com
L11EC2737 SHAIK SHABEENA shabeena107@gmail.com
L11EC2738 SHAIK SURAJJAHA surajjaha.afrin@gmail.com
L11EC2739 SYED SALMA SULTHANA salmasyed109@gmail.com
L11EC2741 VADDI NAGASARITHA sarithanaga93@gmail.com
L11EC2742 REMALA SUMATHI remela.sumathi@gmail.com
L11EC2743 ARIMANDA SANTHI arimandasanthi@gmail.com
REGD NO STUDENT'S NAME EMAIL ID's

Y10EE2601 A.Nandini Durga nanduakkala@gmail.com
Y10EE2602 A.Mahima Jyothi anemjyothi@gmail.com
Y10EE2604 B.Jyothi jyothibwec@gmail.com
Y10EE2605 B.Latha Bai lathab2605@gmail.com
Y10EE2606 B.Sai Tejaswini teju.friends8@gmail.com
Y10EE2607 B.Mounika bmounika902@gmail.com
Y10EE2608 B.Mohana Vani vani.bommidi@gmail.com
Y10EE2609 Ch.Jeevitha jevitha.ch99@gmail.com
Y10EE2610 CH.Bala Jyothi balajyothi94@gmail.com
Y10EE2611 D.Yamini yamini882@gmail.com
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Y10EE2612 D.Tinusha dtinusha@gmail.com
Y10EE2613 D.Kejitha kejithab@gmail.com
Y10EE2614 D.Mounica deevimounica6@gmail.com
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ICONS
SASASASASATYTYTYTYTYA NADELLA NADELLA NADELLA NADELLA NADELLA A A A A [CEO of Micr[CEO of Micr[CEO of Micr[CEO of Micr[CEO of Microsoft 2014]osoft 2014]osoft 2014]osoft 2014]osoft 2014]

He is Chief Executive Officer of Microsoft. Before being named CEO in

February 2014, Nadella held leadership roles in both enterprise and consumer

businesses across the company.

Joining Microsoft in 1992, he quickly became known as a leader who

could span a breadth of technologies and businesses to transform some of

Microsoft’s biggest product offerings.  Mr Nadella used to play competitive

cricket while growing up. He enlists the game among one of his hobbies even

today. He said that he had learnt how to work in a team and leadership from the

game. Going by reports, Nadella pocketed a cash bonus of $1.6 million last

year.

We Indians are starved of things to feel proud about, the appointment of Satya Nadella as the

CEO of the iconic Microsoft has give us a reason to take pride in the success of a fellow Indian.

-K.Deepthi, P.Yamini Rama Sai, III/IV CSE

CHANDHA KOCHHAR CHANDHA KOCHHAR CHANDHA KOCHHAR CHANDHA KOCHHAR CHANDHA KOCHHAR [CEO of ICICI BANK][CEO of ICICI BANK][CEO of ICICI BANK][CEO of ICICI BANK][CEO of ICICI BANK]

Kochhar was born in Rajasthan. She is an alumnus of St. Angela Sophia School, Jaipur. She

received the Wockhardt Gold Medal for Excellence in Management Studies as

well as the J. N. Bose Gold Medal in Cost Accountancy for highest marks in the

same year.

Under Kochhar's leadership, ICICI Bank won the “Best Retail Bank in

India” award in 2001, 2003, 2004 and 2005 and “Excellence in Retail Banking

Award” in 2002 Kochhar personally was awarded "Retail Banker" of the Year

2004 "Business Woman of the Year 2005". ICICI Bank MD and CEO Chanda

Kochhar said "growth and vibrancy" need to be brought back into the economy

to make India a financial services hub.

In India's male dominated banking sphere, Chanda Kochhar carved a niche for herself. In her

career which extends to over three decades of experience, she remained strong willed and alert. Her

determination to make it to the top only grew from year to year. Kochhar's career growth can be traced

along with the expansion of the bank over the past several years. She never stuttered in her growth and

was one of the few who kept up with the aggressive development run of ICICI bank. It was her sharp

strategic planning which made the ICICI bank the 'Best Retail Bank in India' for five consecutive years. As

per Forbes, It's no wonder then that she has been ranked 20th amongst the most powerful women in

business and in the world.

- M.S.Pratyusha, Ch.Pravallika, III/IV CSE
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RAJESWRAJESWRAJESWRAJESWRAJESWARI CHAARI CHAARI CHAARI CHAARI CHATTTTTTERJEETERJEETERJEETERJEETERJEE

The first woman scientist to pioneer the field of microwave engineering in

India.Professor RajeswariChatterjee lived a fulfilled life as reflected in her own

words  “Lucky to be where I am” in her biography. . Brilliant in  studies,

professionally accomplished, sharp in intellect and memory, courageous and

forthright in expressing views coupled with a kind  personality having deep

concern for societal issues such as caste  discrimination and women’s educa-

tion, her life spanning Jan.1922  to Sept. 2010, stands tall to inspire, par-

ticularly young women scientists  and engineers.

Her major contribution has been in the field of antennas, mainly for air-

craft and spacecraft applications. For her contributions to Microwaves, she

received several awards and honors. These include the Lord Mountbatten prize for the best paper from

the Institute of Electrical and Radio Engineering, (UK), the J.C Bose Memorial prize for the best research

paper from the Institution of Engineers, and the Ramlal Wadhwa Award for the best research and teach-

ing work from the Institute of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers. For young women students,

she was a role model, an inspiration to march ahead in profession in absolute simplicity.

“WELL-BEHAVED WOMEN SELDOM MAKE HISTORY”

- S.Swathi, III/IV ECE

“To acquire knowledge, one must study;

but to acquire wisdom, one must observe”

DR. A. PDR. A. PDR. A. PDR. A. PDR. A. P. J. ABDUL K. J. ABDUL K. J. ABDUL K. J. ABDUL K. J. ABDUL KALALALALALAMAMAMAMAM

He is an Indian scientist and administrator who served as the 11th

President of India from 2002 to 2007. Kalam was born and raised in

Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu, studied physics at the St. Joseph's College,

Tiruchirappalli, and aerospace engineering at the Madras Institute of Tech-

nology (MIT), Chennai. Before his term as President, he worked as an Aero-

space engineer with Defence Research and Development Organization

(DRDO) and Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO). Kalam is popu-

larly known as the "Missile Man of India" for his work on the development of

ballistic missile and launch vehicle technology.He played a pivotal organiza-

tional, technical and political role in India's Pokhran-II nuclear tests in 1998,

the first since the original nuclear test by India in 1974. Some scientific experts have however called

Kalam a man with no authority over nuclear physics but who just carried on the works of Homi J. Bhabha

and Vikram Sarabhai. Kalam advocated plans to develop India into a developed nation by 2020 in his

book India 2020. He has received several prestigious awards, including the Bharat Ratna, India's highest

civilian honors.

Kalam is known for his motivational speeches and interaction with the student community in
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India.

“ATTITUDE IS  A  LITTLE THING  THAT MAKES  A  BIG DIFFERENCE”

- B.V.L. Sireesha, III/IV ECE

ANDRE–MARIE AMPERE (1775-1836), FRANCEANDRE–MARIE AMPERE (1775-1836), FRANCEANDRE–MARIE AMPERE (1775-1836), FRANCEANDRE–MARIE AMPERE (1775-1836), FRANCEANDRE–MARIE AMPERE (1775-1836), FRANCE

Ampere was a mathematician, a chemist, a physicist and a

philosopher. The SI unit of electric current was named after him as

the "Ampere". His father, Jean- own Jacques, exposed his son to a

library and let him educate himself according to his taste. Ampere

soon discovered and perfected his mathematical talent.

His interest towards science made him to learn Latin, in

order to read the works by Euler and Bernoulli. Ampere became the

professor of physics and chemistry at the Ecole-Centrale of

BourgenBresse, where he worked on probability theory. Between

1820 and 1825, after a series of experiments, Ampere provided

factual evidence for his contention that magnetism of electricity in

motion, summarized in his 9 points. They describe the law of action

of current carrying wires, and model magnets as having circulating

currents in them. Ampère was able to unify the fields of electricity and magnetism on a basic numeric

level. Fresnel helped Ampère improve his theory by suggesting that there may be currents of electricity

around each molecule. Ampère assumed that the 'electrodynamic molecule' was a molecule of iron that

decomposed the ether that pervaded both space and matter into the two 'electric fluids.'

“To succeed in your mission you must have single-minded devotion to your goal”.

- V. Anusha Sri Meghana, Ch. Indira Priyanka, III/IV EEE
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TECHNICAL
3D PRINTING3D PRINTING3D PRINTING3D PRINTING3D PRINTING

3D printing or Additive manufacturing is a process of making a three-dimensional solid object of
virtually any shape from a digital model. 3D printing is achieved using an additive process, where successive
layers of material are laid down in different shapes. 3D printing is also considered distinct from traditional
machining techniques, which mostly rely on the removal of material by methods such as cutting or
drilling (subtractive processes).

Just as the term suggests, 3D printing is the technology that could forge your digital design into
a solid real-life product. It’s nothing new for the advanced mechanical industry, but a personal 3D
printer is definitely a revolutionary idea.

Everybody can create their own physical product based on their custom design, and no approval
needed from any giant manufacturer! Even the James Bond’s Aston Martin which was crashed in the
movie was a 3D printed product!

It is one such personal 3D printer which can be yours at just $2799. It may sound like a high
price but to have the luxury of getting producing your own prototypes, that’s a reasonable price.

Imagine a future where every individual professional has the capability to mass produce their own
creative physical products without limitation. This is the future where personal productivity and creativity
are maximized.

- P.Yamini Rama Sai, III/IV CSE
LI FI TECHNOLOGYLI FI TECHNOLOGYLI FI TECHNOLOGYLI FI TECHNOLOGYLI FI TECHNOLOGY

With the use of light radiating diodes Li-Fi technology transfers data through wireless. Li-Fi is a
new exemplar for photosensitive wireless technology to provide unprecedented connectivity within a
localized data centric environment. There has been a complete shift in wireless technology due to increase
demand for faster and more secure and protected data transmission.

 Li-Fi is such a free band which is license free that is why it is less at cost than Wi-Fi. With the use
of special intonation using a distinctive signal processing technology thousands of streams of data can be
transferred simultaneously at higher speed. Li- Fi is useful in aircraft because the lights present above
head can be used for data transmission. It is useful in controlling traffic at traffic signals as it communicates
with LED lights of cars. Where there is difficult to amateur optical fibers LI-Fi is used.

The new Li-Fi technology can be well managed very easily and it is pretty simple. At one corner
you will be having a led which will be working as a light source and on the other corner a Light Sensor or
a photo detector. Light Sensor detect light as soon as the LED light starts glowing and will give an output
of either binary1 or binary0.

NIGHT VISION TECHNOLOGYNIGHT VISION TECHNOLOGYNIGHT VISION TECHNOLOGYNIGHT VISION TECHNOLOGYNIGHT VISION TECHNOLOGY
Media on occasions reports war between countries. Soldiers attack their enemy bunkers at night.

This is impossible without getting an exact location of their position which sounds very difficult at night.
But humans have poor night vision capabilities compared to birds and animals. This is because the
human eye lacks special tissues which improve night vision in animals. Night vision technologies can be
broadly classified into three types.

Image intensification technology magnifies the amount of received photons from different natural
sources such as light from a star or moon. Various real life examples of this technology are night glasses
and low light cameras. Second technology is an active illumination technology, which is based on coupling
imaging intensification technology.
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 This technology uses an active source of brightness in the infrared band. Another upcoming
night vision technology is a thermal imaging technology that computes the temperature difference between
the background and the foreground things. Animals are able to sense a thermal image by means of
dedicated smart organs which act like a bolometer. The thermal imaging principal allows thermal infrared
sensing capabilities in snakes. Night vision technology is used in night vision devices commonly used by
military forces. Night vision devices are also used in railways to improve driver’s perception and seeing
long distances at night or in bad weather.

MOBILE PHONE CLONINGMOBILE PHONE CLONINGMOBILE PHONE CLONINGMOBILE PHONE CLONINGMOBILE PHONE CLONING
Mobile Phone cloning is the process of transmission of personal identifiable information from

one cellular device to another device. Cloning is completely successful with CDMA mobile telephony
services. It is not so successful with GSM networks. This technique is banned in some countries like the
United Kingdom. The technique of mobile cloning poses a huge risk of getting important public information
hacked from unethical hackers. People unknowingly ignore the security threats and important network
safety concerns with the informative data transmitted through the mobile network. In the last two years
many cases of information thefts have been reported to the cyber security cells in different countries.

The efficiency of phone cloning is restricted to certain limitations. Each mobile phone usually
contains a radio fingerprint in its transmitted information signal. This fingerprint is very unique for a
particular number. This is not going to change even if the mobile user changes the phone’s MIN number
or ESN number. Consequently, the cellular company is often able to grab the cloned mobile phones
when there is a discrepancy between the any of the three i.e. the mobile unique fingerprint, MIN and
ESN. ESN is the acronym for an electronic serial number. The ESN or MEID is normally transmitted to
the cellular company's Mobile Telephone Switching Office in order to validate and confirm the correct
device connected to the mobile network.

-Y.SireeshaKrupamai, Dept of CSE
THE POWER BANK 5200THE POWER BANK 5200THE POWER BANK 5200THE POWER BANK 5200THE POWER BANK 5200

When your battery indicator starts to flash is when you will need your phone the most. Whether
that's trying to drown out companions on a long drive or just finishing off that important email-the last
thing you want to see is only 3% battery remaining .

Luckily, the Power Bank 5200 stores a Whooping 5200mAh of power which is enough to charge
up to two phones! All this power is stored into a small sleek and portable device with a smooth rubberized
finish, ready to go on any trip with you. Simply plug your USB charger into the Power Bank 5200 and it
will automatically start refilling your battery power giving you more time to watch all the weird and
wonderful things the internet has to offer.

- Shaik.Zakia Rafath, III/IV CSE

PHYSICS IN 3-D ? THAPHYSICS IN 3-D ? THAPHYSICS IN 3-D ? THAPHYSICS IN 3-D ? THAPHYSICS IN 3-D ? THAT'S NOTHING: TRT'S NOTHING: TRT'S NOTHING: TRT'S NOTHING: TRT'S NOTHING: TRY 0-DY 0-DY 0-DY 0-DY 0-D
This research advances work previously done on semiconductor nano wire at University of

California. By using a thin shell called a quantum well tube and growing it -- to about 4 nanometers thick
– around the nano wire core, researchers found electrons within the nano wire were distributed in an
unusual way in relation to the facets of the hexagonal tube. The result is a quantum wire, like a long string
many times thinner than a human hair. These little structures could have a big effect on a variety of
technologies. Semiconductors are at the center of modern electronics. Computers, TVs and cell phones
have them with conductive properties.

The optical signatures indicate that electronic excitations within this nano wire can be confined to
a zero-dimensional state called a "quantum dot."This latest discovery is all about going small, but its
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significance is anything but. The research team's ability to control the confinement energy by varying the
size of the quantum dot opens up a world of possibilities.

 “First cassegrain telescope was developed by French sculptor Seiur Guillaume Cassegrain in
1672,later developed in 1930”.

- P. Vasundhara, III/IV ECE
BABABABABATTTTTTERTERTERTERTERYYYYY-FREE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS GESTURE RECOGNITION TO ALL DEVICES-FREE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS GESTURE RECOGNITION TO ALL DEVICES-FREE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS GESTURE RECOGNITION TO ALL DEVICES-FREE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS GESTURE RECOGNITION TO ALL DEVICES-FREE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS GESTURE RECOGNITION TO ALL DEVICES

This is a low-cost gesture recognition system that runs without batteries and lets users control
their electronic devices hidden from sight with simple hand movements. The prototype, called "AllSee,"
uses existing TV signals as both a power source and the means for detecting a user's gesture command.
"This is the first gesture recognition system that can be implemented for less than a dollar and doesn't
require a battery".

"You can leverage TV signals both as a source of power and as a source of gesture
recognition.“Sensor can be placed on an electronic device such as a smart phone. The sensor uses an
ultra-low-power receiver to extract and classify gesture information from wireless transmissions around
us. When a person gestures with the hand, it changes the amplitude of the wireless signals in the air. The
“AllSee” sensors then recognize unique amplitude changes created by specific gestures. They found that
the technology's response time is less than 80 microseconds, which is 1,000 times faster than blinking
an eye.

- K.Harika, III/IV  ECE
“Geiger-Muller Counter is a device that detects ionizing radio activity including gamma rays  & x-

rays – Hans Wilhelm Geiger”
FLEXIBLE, TRANSPFLEXIBLE, TRANSPFLEXIBLE, TRANSPFLEXIBLE, TRANSPFLEXIBLE, TRANSPARENT CONDUCTOR CREAARENT CONDUCTOR CREAARENT CONDUCTOR CREAARENT CONDUCTOR CREAARENT CONDUCTOR CREATED: DISCOVERTED: DISCOVERTED: DISCOVERTED: DISCOVERTED: DISCOVERY BRINGSY BRINGSY BRINGSY BRINGSY BRINGS

BENDBENDBENDBENDBENDABLE CELL PHONE, FOLDABLE CELL PHONE, FOLDABLE CELL PHONE, FOLDABLE CELL PHONE, FOLDABLE CELL PHONE, FOLDABLE FLABLE FLABLE FLABLE FLABLE FLAAAAATTTTT-SCREEN TV CLOSER TO REALITY-SCREEN TV CLOSER TO REALITY-SCREEN TV CLOSER TO REALITY-SCREEN TV CLOSER TO REALITY-SCREEN TV CLOSER TO REALITY
A new stretchable and transparent electrical conductor, provides potential for a fully foldable cell

phone or a flat-screen television that can be folded and carried under your arm closer to reality. A
material that is transparent and has both thenecessary flexibility and  conductivity has proved elusive --
some materials have two of the components, but until now, finding one with all three has remained
difficult. The material also has \potential applications for biomedical devices.Thenanomesh,a network of
fully interconnected gold nanowires, has goodelectrical conductivity and  transparency, and has
"ultrahighstretchability," according to the paper.

Unlike silver or copper, gold nanomesh does not easily oxidize, it causes a sharp drop in electrical
conductivity in silver and copper nanowires. This material is transparent, stretchable and conductivity, as
well as the first to use grain boundary lithography in the quest to do so. More importantly, it is the first
to offer aclear mechanism to produce ultrahigh stretchability.

- K.Sravanthi, III/IV ECE
“Optical nano cavity- to boost light absorption in semiconductors, improve solar cells, cameras

and more powerful photovoltaic cells”
WIRELESS HD LINEWIRELESS HD LINEWIRELESS HD LINEWIRELESS HD LINEWIRELESS HD LINE

This technology involves the introduction of the Wireless HD line that will soon replace HDMI.
This technology uses short range and highbandwidth in an ultra-wide band spectrum to transmit HD
video andaudio from a media centre to a television screen. Another feature ofthis innovation is theWifi,
a software layer on top of a wifi chip that helps remove the hassle of cables in sending video signals to a
receiver box.

- N.Gayathri, I/IV ECE
“Johnlogie Baird- made the first public broadcast of TV show in 1930”
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KITEGEN(KITE WIND GENERAKITEGEN(KITE WIND GENERAKITEGEN(KITE WIND GENERAKITEGEN(KITE WIND GENERAKITEGEN(KITE WIND GENERATOR)TOR)TOR)TOR)TOR)
This paper investigates a new class of wind generators,indicated a KITEGEN(KITE WIND

GENERATOR).It is a concept developed in Italy fora wind harvesting machine that takes power from
high altitude winds.

In this,Energy is generated by a cycle composed of two phases,indicatedas the traction and the
drag one.The kite control unit is placed on arm of a vertical axis rotor, which is connected to an electric
drive able to act as generator.When the kite lines pull the rotor and as motor in dragging the kite against
the wind flow.In the traction phase control is designed such that the kite pulls the rotor arm, maximizing
the amount of generated energy. When the kite not able to generate energy any more,the control enters
the drag phase and kite is driven to a region where the energy spent to drag the rotor is a small fraction
of the energy generated in the traction phase,until a new traction phase is undertaken.It is used to
generate huge amount of electricity from wind at high altitudes.

- D.LALITHA, III/IVEEE
POWER FROM TWO ENERGY SOURCES?POWER FROM TWO ENERGY SOURCES?POWER FROM TWO ENERGY SOURCES?POWER FROM TWO ENERGY SOURCES?POWER FROM TWO ENERGY SOURCES?

Two Energy Sources: Alternative sources of energy are clean and green but the cause is they
generate less energy compared to fossil fuels. So now the scientists are trying to use different sources of
alternative energy at the same place and same time to generate power. Attempts are being made to
combine two forms of external energy sources such as light and heat or light and vibration to generate
external energy so that enough energy can be collected for practical use. Fujitsu Laboratories have now
succeeded in using hybrid energy sources to generate power. Fujitsu Laboratories wants to provide this
technology for commercial use by the year 2015.

- J. Pooja, III/IV  EEE
RESEARCHERS CREARESEARCHERS CREARESEARCHERS CREARESEARCHERS CREARESEARCHERS CREATE NANO FLOWERSFOR ENERGY STORAGE, SOLTE NANO FLOWERSFOR ENERGY STORAGE, SOLTE NANO FLOWERSFOR ENERGY STORAGE, SOLTE NANO FLOWERSFOR ENERGY STORAGE, SOLTE NANO FLOWERSFOR ENERGY STORAGE, SOLAR CELLSAR CELLSAR CELLSAR CELLSAR CELLS

The GeS "Nano flowers" have petals only 20 to 30 nm thick, and provide a large surface area in
a small amount of space.Researchers from North Carolina State University have created flower-like
structures out of germanium sulfide (GeS)—a semiconductor material—that have extremely thin petals
with an enormous surface area. The GeS flower holds promise for next-generation energy storage devices
and solar cells.

"Creating these GeS Nano flowers is exciting because it gives us a huge surface area in a small
amount of space," says Linyou Cao, an assistant professor of materials science and engineering at NC
State and co-author of a paper on the research. "This could significantly increase the capacity of lithium-
ion batteries, for instance, since the thinner structure with larger surface area can hold more lithium ions.
By the same token, this GeS flower structure could lead to increased capacity for super capacitors, which
are also used for energy storage."

To create the flower structures, researchers first heat GeS powder in a furnace until it begins to
vaporize. The vapor is then blown into a cooler region of the furnace, where the GeS settles out of the
air into a layered sheet that is only 20 to 30 nm thick, and up to 100 um long. As additional layers are
added, the sheets branch out from one another, creating a floral pattern similar to a marigold or carnation.

To get this structure, it is very important to control the flow of the GeS vapor," Cao says, "so that
it has time to spread out in layers, rather than aggregating into clumps."GeS is similar to materials such
as graphite, which settle into neat layers or sheets. However, GeS is very different from graphite in that
its atomic structure makes it very good at absorbing solar energy and converting it into useable power.
This makes it attractive for use in solar cells, particularly since GeS is relatively inexp in solar cells are
both expensive and extremely toxic. Ensive and non-toxic. Many of them are currently used.

- V.Anusha Sri Meghana, R.Lakshmi Brundavana, III/IV EEE
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IN THE FUTURE, YIN THE FUTURE, YIN THE FUTURE, YIN THE FUTURE, YIN THE FUTURE, YOU COULD CHARGE YOU COULD CHARGE YOU COULD CHARGE YOU COULD CHARGE YOU COULD CHARGE YOUR CELL PHONE JUST BOUR CELL PHONE JUST BOUR CELL PHONE JUST BOUR CELL PHONE JUST BOUR CELL PHONE JUST BY CHAY CHAY CHAY CHAY CHATTTTTTING.TING.TING.TING.TING.
Researchers at South Korea’s Sungkyunkwan University have developed a new technology that

converts sound waves into electrical energy, The Telegraph reports. With the sound-harvesting tech,
batteries could be charged by everything from the human voice and music to the sound of highway
traffic. Researcher Dr. Sang-Woo Kim said, “The sound that always exists in our everyday life and
environments has been overlooked as a source. This motivated us to realize power generation by turning
soundenergy from speech, music or noise into electrical power.”

- Sd.Rihana, III/IV EEE
DIGITDIGITDIGITDIGITDIGITAL PENAL PENAL PENAL PENAL PEN

A digital pen is one of the new electronic inventions that can help us record information despite
the digital age, we still use pens. But it would be great to have our handwritten notes. And drawings
digitally recorded without having to use a scanner.The ZPEN from dane-elec is a wireless pen that uses
a clip-on receiver to digitally record what you write.It uploads the information to your computer where it
can be viewed,edited and filed as a word processing document.

- G.Anusha, M.Priyanka Raj, III/IV EEE
FULL NAMES OF COMPFULL NAMES OF COMPFULL NAMES OF COMPFULL NAMES OF COMPFULL NAMES OF COMPANIESANIESANIESANIESANIES

AT&T American Telephone and Telegraph Company
BMW Bayerische Motoren Werke
CTS Cognizant Technology Solutions
ESPN Entertainment and Sports Programming Network
HCL Hindustan Computer Limited
Infosys Information Systems
Intel Integrated Electronics
L&T Larsen & Toubro
SAP System Analyse und Programment wicklung
TCS Tata Consultancy services
UPS United Parcel Service of America
Wipro Western India Products Limited

VIRUS TECHNIQUESVIRUS TECHNIQUESVIRUS TECHNIQUESVIRUS TECHNIQUESVIRUS TECHNIQUES
If your Pen Drive is infected with any of the following viruses:
* Autorun.inf
* new folder.exe
* Iexplorer.vbs
* Bha.vbs
* nfo.exe
* New_Folder.exe
* ravmon.exe
* RVHost.exe or any other files with extension.
Actually these viruses are hidden and can't be seen even after you enable show hidden folders. Following
simple dos command will change the attributes of
these files, there after you can remove it by pressing delete key.
Follow these steps
Step1:Type cmd in Run
Step2: Switch to the drive on which pen drive is connected
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(like C:\> h: enter)
Step3: type exactly as attrib -s -h *.* /s /d and hit enter
(don't forget spaces).
Now you can see hidden virus files and you can delete them.

- Ch.Pravalika, III/IV CSE
ILLILLILLILLILLUSIONUSIONUSIONUSIONUSION

“First we thought the PC was a calculator. Then we found out how to turn numbers into letters
with ASCII — and we thought it was a typewriter. Then we discovered graphics, and we thought it was
a television. With the World Wide Web, we've realized it's a brochure.”

- K.Harika, III/IV ECE
COALESCENCECOALESCENCECOALESCENCECOALESCENCECOALESCENCE

“Before you become too entranced with gorgeous gadgets and mesmerizing video displays, let
me remind you that information is not knowledge, knowledge is not wisdom, and wisdom is not foresight.
Each grows out of the other, and we need them all.”

- B.Sushma, I/IV ECE
SUCSSESIONSUCSSESIONSUCSSESIONSUCSSESIONSUCSSESION

ECE .............................Connect the world
CSE & IT......................Create the magic world
EEE .............................The power of world
Civil ............................. Build the nation
Mechanical ...................Move the world

- K.Sai Lakshmi, IV/IV  ECE
WHERE DO ELECTRICWHERE DO ELECTRICWHERE DO ELECTRICWHERE DO ELECTRICWHERE DO ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS WORK?AL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS WORK?AL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS WORK?AL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS WORK?AL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS WORK?

The demand for environmentally friendly power generation, more sophisticated electronic devices,
and cheaper and smarter products mean there is a lot of work for Electrical Engineers!Some of our
graduates are working on developing new iPodtechnology, life-saving medical equipment and alternative
power generation.One of our graduates has even had their engineering work sent to another planet by
developing some of the systems used on the Mars Rover.
Electrical and Electronics Engineers have many types of jobs...
•Design
•Consulting
•Research and development
•Teaching
•Management
•Computer software development
•Entrepreneur - start your own company
•Electrical and Electronic Engineers can work as...
•Electronic/ electrical engineers
•Telecommunication engineers
•Biomedical engineers

- R.Lakshmi brundavana, III/IV EEE
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NON-TECHNICAL
INTERESTING FINTERESTING FINTERESTING FINTERESTING FINTERESTING FACTSACTSACTSACTSACTS

� Rubik cube has 43252003274489856000 possible configurations

� Total weight of ants on earth is about same as Weight of all humans on earth

� Touching your tongue can stop your yawn

� A seashell next to your ear is sound of your blood surging not the ocean

� Breathing air in MUMBAI,INDIA for just one day is equivalent to smoking 2.5 packs of cigarettes

� Did you know that “OUGH” can be pronounced in ten different ways?

- M.Sindhura, I/IV CSE

BE POSITIVEBE POSITIVEBE POSITIVEBE POSITIVEBE POSITIVE

If you FAIL, never give up because

FAIL means "First Attempt in Learning"

END is not the END, in fact END means

"Effort Never Dies"

If you get NO as answer, remember NO means

"Next Opportunity"

So let’s “BE POSITIVE”......

- S.A.Mounisha, III/IV CSE

7 SECRETS I FOUND IN MY ROOM7 SECRETS I FOUND IN MY ROOM7 SECRETS I FOUND IN MY ROOM7 SECRETS I FOUND IN MY ROOM7 SECRETS I FOUND IN MY ROOM

Roof said: Aim high

Fan said: Be cool

Window said: See the world

Clock said: Every minute is precious

Mirror said: Reflect before you act

Calendar said: Be up to date

Door said: Push hard to achieve your goal

- M.S.Pratyusha, III/IVCSE

QUOTQUOTQUOTQUOTQUOTAAAAATIONSTIONSTIONSTIONSTIONS

• My attitude will always be based on how you treat me….

• Always love your mother, because you will never get another..

• Winners are not people who never fail but people who never quit.

• Difficult doesn’t mean impossible, it simply means that you have to work hard.

• Without communication,there is no relationship.

Without respect,there is no love.

Without trust, there is no reason to continue.

• God will never leave you empty.He will replace everything you lost. If he ask you to put something

down,it’s because he wants you to pick up something greater.

- R.Lakshmi Brundhavana, III/IV EEE
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1: THE FAMIL1: THE FAMIL1: THE FAMIL1: THE FAMIL1: THE FAMILY TREEY TREEY TREEY TREEY TREE

The mysterious question of what arrives after a million, billion and trillion? The answers are:
quadrillion, quintillion, sextillion, septillion, octillion, nonillion, decillion and undecillion.

2: A WONDERFUL MIST2: A WONDERFUL MIST2: A WONDERFUL MIST2: A WONDERFUL MIST2: A WONDERFUL MISTAKEAKEAKEAKEAKE

The name of the popular search engine ‘Google’ probably from where you landed here came
from a misspelling of the word ‘googol’, which is a very large number (the number one followed by one
hundred zeros to be exact).

3: THE UNIQUE 203: THE UNIQUE 203: THE UNIQUE 203: THE UNIQUE 203: THE UNIQUE 20

20 is the only number having the uniqueness of having more than one digit that can be written
from base 2 to base 20 using only the digits 0 to 9. It can be divided by 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, and 20, and has
2, and 5 as its prime factors.

4: HOL4: HOL4: HOL4: HOL4: HOLY 6Y 6Y 6Y 6Y 6

A guitar comprises of 6 strings, man was made by God on the 6th day, Star of David has six sides.
6 is also the smallest perfect number.

- V.Anusha Sri Meghana, III/IV EEE

INTERESTING FACTS ABINTERESTING FACTS ABINTERESTING FACTS ABINTERESTING FACTS ABINTERESTING FACTS ABOUT INDIAOUT INDIAOUT INDIAOUT INDIAOUT INDIA

• India never invaded any country in her last 100000 years of history.
• When many cultures were only nomadic forest dwellers over 5000 years ago. Indians established

Harappan culture in Sindhu Valley (Indus Valley Civilization)
• The name 'India' is derived from the River Indus, the valleys around which were the home of the early

settlers. The Aryan worshippers referred to the river Indus as the Sindhu.
• The Persian invaders converted it into Hindu. The name 'Hindustan' combines Sindhu and Hindu

and thus refers to the land of the Hindus.
• Chess was invented in India.
• Algebra, Trigonometry and Calculus originated in India.
• The 'Place Value System' and the 'Decimal System' were developed in India in 100 B.C.
• The World's First Granite Temple is the Brihadeswara Temple at Tanjavur, Tamil Nadu. The shikhara

of the temple is made from a single 80-tonne piece of granite. This magnificent temple was built in
just five years, (between 1004 AD and 1009 AD) during the reign of Rajaraja Chola.

• India is the largest democracy in the world, the 7th largest Country in the world, and one of the
most ancient civilizations.

• The game of Snakes & Ladders was created by the 13th century poet saint Gyandev. It was originally
called 'Moksha pat'. The ladders in the game represented virtues and the snakes indicated vices. The
game was played with cowrie shells and dices. In time, the game underwent several modifications,
but its meaning remained the same, i.e. good deeds take people to heaven and evil to a cycle of re-
births.

• The world's highest cricket ground is in Chail, Himachal Pradesh. Built in 1893 after leveling a
hilltop, this cricket pitch is 2444 meters above sea level.

- LakshmiBrundavana, III/IV EEE
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LIVE THE LIFE TO ITS FULLESTLIVE THE LIFE TO ITS FULLESTLIVE THE LIFE TO ITS FULLESTLIVE THE LIFE TO ITS FULLESTLIVE THE LIFE TO ITS FULLEST
“Life is an opportunity,benefit from it.
Life is beauty, admire it.
Life is a dream,realize it.
Life is a challenge,meet it.
Life is a duty,complete it.
Life is a game,play it.
Life is a promise,fulfill it.
Life is a song,sing it.
Life is a struggle,accept it.
Life is a tragedy,confront it.
Life is an adventure,dare it.
Life is luck,make it.
Life is too precious,do not destroy it.
Life is life,fight for it.”

- K.Harika, III/IV ECE

MOTHERMOTHERMOTHERMOTHERMOTHER
An angel placed by God
“There are angels god placed on this earth
Who care for us and guide us
U can feel this love and gentle ness
As she walk through life beside us.
She do great things for us every day
She whisper in our ears,
She even hold us in her heart
When we are filled with all our fears
She is always there to give a hug
And try to make us smile
She treat us with respect and love
She treat us like her child
God blessed me with an angel
I am proud to call my own
She’s been with me throughout my Life
Been with me as I have grown
She’s guided me the best she can
She’s taught me like no other
And I am thankful I am the lucky one
Who gets to call her”
Love you ma……

- K.Harika, III/IV ECE
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SMILESMILESMILESMILESMILE
“Smile is address of life,
Smile is a way to get success
Smile is to win the hearts,
Smile improves Personality
So Keep Smiling….”

- P.R.Sushma, III//IV ECE

CLCLCLCLCLASSICASSICASSICASSICASSICAL SLEEPAL SLEEPAL SLEEPAL SLEEPAL SLEEP
A sleep in class may do a time pass
That will give you two pages gap
Filling these, the time will go on an opened tap
By this you make some subjects drop
Then your studies will be an unseasonal crop
Thinking all these you again sleep
And this makes you to think deep
After four years name will be in the unemployment group
Oh God! Save my friend from a sleep.

- Jyothi Priyanka, IV/IV ECE

DO YDO YDO YDO YDO YOU KNOW WHAOU KNOW WHAOU KNOW WHAOU KNOW WHAOU KNOW WHAT ALPHABETS MEAN TO A STUDENT…..?T ALPHABETS MEAN TO A STUDENT…..?T ALPHABETS MEAN TO A STUDENT…..?T ALPHABETS MEAN TO A STUDENT…..?T ALPHABETS MEAN TO A STUDENT…..?
A-Avoid negative thoughts and habits
B-Believe in yourself
C-Consider things in every angle
D-Don’t postpone joy
E-Enjoy everyday
F-Family and friends are hidden treasure
G-Give up any anger
H-Happiness is like perfume
I-Ignore those who try to discourage you
J-Jolly+jovial = joyful
K-Keep on learning
L-look for humour in everyday
M-Make smile happen
N-Never lie, cheat or steal
O-Open your eyes, see the beauty in all of nature
P-Play joyfully
Q-Quiet times give us balance
R-Read, study and learn something everyday
S-Stop and smell the roses
T-Take control of what you can
U-Understand others first
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V-Visualize happy memories
W-Work is the only measure of human value
X-Xercise your right to be unique
Y-You can do it
Z-Zero in of laughter & go for it. -Students of ECE

MESSAGESMESSAGESMESSAGESMESSAGESMESSAGES
Ultimate Message Worth Sharing:
Before You Say I Can’t, Make Sure You’ve Tried.
Before You Let Doubts Stop You, Confront Them With Facts.
Before Fear Holds You Back, Go Forward With Faith.
Before You Believe Others Are Better, Show Them What A Winner You Are.
Before You Dismiss Your Dreams, Wait until They’ve Come True.
Before You Go Looking For Happiness, Make Your Own Wherever You Are...!

- P.GNANA PALLAVI, III/IV ECE

FRIENDSHIPFRIENDSHIPFRIENDSHIPFRIENDSHIPFRIENDSHIP
“Friendship is not a game to play,
It is not a word to say,
It doesn’t start on March and ends on May,
It is tomorrow, yesterday, today and everyday”
“Birth is like a dot.
Life is like a line.
Love is like a triangle.
But Friendship is like a circle,
Because circles don’t have an end.”

- T.Divya Vani, III/IV ECE
"Hard work is like a cup of milk",
"Luck is like a spoon of sugar".
God always gives sugar to those who have a cup of milk.

- B.L.Prathyusha, II/IV ECE

FFFFFACTSACTSACTSACTSACTS
“In 1799-Jeanne-Genevieve Garnerin jumped from a hot air balloon and became the first female
Parachutist!”
“Giraffes have 32 teeth,just like humans”
“In 1971-Alan Shepard became the first man to hit a golf ball on the moon’s surface!”
“Volleyball was invented in 1895 by an American called William G.Morgan”

- K.Harika, III/IV ECE
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FUN ZONE
SOFTWSOFTWSOFTWSOFTWSOFTWARE KIDARE KIDARE KIDARE KIDARE KID

This story is all about
When I was in 5th class, I
Used to throw airplanes in
Classroom, my teacher
Asked me to write “I will
Never throw paper planes
In class” for 500 times.
Then I wrote…….,
#include<stdio.h>
Void main ()
{
      int i;
      For (i=0; i<=500;i++)
               Printf (“I will never throw paper planes in class”);
}

- B.NagaHarika, II/IVCSE
FFFFFANTANTANTANTANTASTIC PROOFASTIC PROOFASTIC PROOFASTIC PROOFASTIC PROOF

Maths sir: A=B, B=C, so A=C
Prove this theorem with example.
Student: Sir, I love you. You love your Daughter.
So, I love your daughter
HENCE theorem is proved

- K.Anusha, IV/IV CSE
THE BIGGEST LIETHE BIGGEST LIETHE BIGGEST LIETHE BIGGEST LIETHE BIGGEST LIE

Two boys were arguing when the teacher entered the room. The teacher says, “Why are you
arguing?" One boy Answers, we found a ten dollar bill and decided to give it to whoever tells the biggest
lie."

You should be ashamed of yourselves," said the teacher, "When I was off your age I didn't even
know what a lie was."
THE BOYS GAVE THE TEN DOLLARS TO THE TEACHER.

- MANDAVA ANUSHA, I/IV CSE
MEMORMEMORMEMORMEMORMEMORY ALLOCY ALLOCY ALLOCY ALLOCY ALLOCAAAAATION FOR B.TECHTION FOR B.TECHTION FOR B.TECHTION FOR B.TECHTION FOR B.TECH

Syllabus- 80GB
We study- 80MB
Retains in mind- 80KB
Write in exam- 80 Bytes
Results come in binary digits
i.e,     00, 01,10,11
Kya life hai hamari?

- S.V.S.Mounika, III/IV CSE
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CRICKETERCRICKETERCRICKETERCRICKETERCRICKETER’S MINDSET’S MINDSET’S MINDSET’S MINDSET’S MINDSET: "DO VS DIE”  ...: "DO VS DIE”  ...: "DO VS DIE”  ...: "DO VS DIE”  ...: "DO VS DIE”  ...

Ganguly: Do or die.

Sehwag: Do before you die.

David: DO until they die.

Tendulkar: do that will never die...

Laxman: Do when everyone else die.

Yuvraj: Do, die, reborn, do, die, reborn (repeat)....

Dhoni: Do everything before luck die.

- M.S.Pratyusha, III/IVCSE

BEABEABEABEABEAUTY SECRETUTY SECRETUTY SECRETUTY SECRETUTY SECRET

If you are stressed, you will get pimples,

If you cry you will get wrinkles....

So why don't you smile and get dimples......

         - S.A.Mounisha, III/IV CSE

TOGETHER FOR EVERTOGETHER FOR EVERTOGETHER FOR EVERTOGETHER FOR EVERTOGETHER FOR EVER

FR_ENDSH_P is always incomplete without "I".

BEA_TIF_L is always incomplete without "U".

So always keep "I" & "U" together to make our friendship beautiful.

BEAUTIFUL FEELING

What is the most beautiful feeling in the world?

When u try to look at your friend then u find that your friend looking at u.

Location: Exam hall.

- K.Anusha, I/IVCSE

UNIQUE WUNIQUE WUNIQUE WUNIQUE WUNIQUE WAAAAAY OF EXPRESSINGY OF EXPRESSINGY OF EXPRESSINGY OF EXPRESSINGY OF EXPRESSING

A blind man begging in the NEWYORK streets, with a board written “I am blind, help me”

A guy passing that side saw him.

He took that board & writes something.On that day the blind man got heavy collection. Many people

started to give money.

Can u guess what he wrote?

He wrote “Today is a beautiful day, but I can’t see it”

The way of expressing can change many things. So express your ideas differently!!!

- S.L. Padmaja, S. Thirunasri, III/IV CSE

MAMAMAMAMATHEMATHEMATHEMATHEMATHEMATICTICTICTICTICAL INVITAL INVITAL INVITAL INVITAL INVITAAAAATION:TION:TION:TION:TION:

Mr, Mrs Algebra welcomes u for wedding of their son differentiation with the integration with the

daughter of Mr, Mrs Calculus.

Place:Matrix hall 6, Parallel st.square root towers, permutation nagar, near polynomial hospital

with best compliments from Mr & Mrs vector & Mr & Mrs theorem.

Bus Route:Tan 60, sec 45, sin 60, cot 30.
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VOTE FOR MEVOTE FOR MEVOTE FOR MEVOTE FOR MEVOTE FOR ME
Judge:  Nuvvu cheppukodaniki inka amina unda?
Dhonga: Chusaru kadhandi Na performance, Na performance miku nachithe (ZTA) ani type chesi space
ichi (Dhonga) ani type chesi 100 ki SMS chesi nannu Gaja Dhonga gaa promote cheyandi.

- N.Harini, I/IV CSE
GRAMMER FGRAMMER FGRAMMER FGRAMMER FGRAMMER FAMILAMILAMILAMILAMILYYYYY

There is a family in London whose surname is grammar. There is a couple, Mr. Noun and Mrs.
Verb. The couple has 3 children one son pronoun and 2 daughters’ adverb and adjective. The son
(pronoun) has to do all the work of his father in his absence. The 2 daughters love each other but there
is a difference in them. Adjective loves her father and brother and keeps praising them. Adverb loves her
mother more she always modifies her when there is a need. There are 2 servants in the family, preposi-
tion & conjunction. The preposition is the chief servant. He is the official servant of his mother. He is the
family servant and looks after every member of the family. The intersection joins the family in times of joy
and sorrow.

- V.Susmitha, I/IV CSE
FFFFFANSANSANSANSANS

Sachin fans watching CRICKET,
Salman fans watching his MOVIES,
Sania fans watching TENNIS,
And my fans are always busy in reading my 'MESSAGES',
Ohh God!  They are simply crazy fans.

ATATATATATTITUDE OF A 'STUDENT'TITUDE OF A 'STUDENT'TITUDE OF A 'STUDENT'TITUDE OF A 'STUDENT'TITUDE OF A 'STUDENT'
"This paper is too easy for me. How could the examiner
Make such easy paper. I will give him another chance to
Challenge me."

- K. Bindu Sai, III/IV CSE
UPCOMING TELUPCOMING TELUPCOMING TELUPCOMING TELUPCOMING TELUGU CSE MOVIESUGU CSE MOVIESUGU CSE MOVIESUGU CSE MOVIESUGU CSE MOVIES

Intlo bava office lo java
'C' veerudu 'C++' sundari
Nee password naaku telusu
Program raadham ra
Intlo virus vantintlo anti-virus
'C' drive lo illalu pen drive lo priyuraalu
Floppy days
Kotha software kosam
Jhummandi virus

- R.Navya, I/IVCSE
MEANING OF WIFEMEANING OF WIFEMEANING OF WIFEMEANING OF WIFEMEANING OF WIFE

Husband asks: Do u know the meaning of "WIFE"?
It means.......... Without information fighting every time.
Wife says: No darling.
It means........... With Idiot forever.

- K.Venkata Lakshmi, I/IV CSE
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GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWSGOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWSGOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWSGOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWSGOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS
A man receives a phone call from his doctor. The doctor says, “I have some good news and some

bad news."
The man says "OK, give me the good news first." The doctor says, the good news is you have 24

hours to live."
The man replies,"Oh no! If that’s the good news, then what's the bad news?" The doctor says the

bad news is, I
Forgot to call you yesterday."

- MANDAVA ANUSHA, I/IV CSE

CRICKET IS GETCRICKET IS GETCRICKET IS GETCRICKET IS GETCRICKET IS GETTING EXTING EXTING EXTING EXTING EXCITEDCITEDCITEDCITEDCITED
Cricket is getting excited day by day with introduction of ICL and T20.
Same rules should be applied in exams.
1.   Exams Timing - should be reduced to one hour.
2.   Power Play - No invigilator in Exam hall for first 15 minutes.
3.   Cheer Leaders - To dance after every write answer written.
4.   Strategic Timeout - Time for students for discussion.
5.   Super Over - Chance for students to form their own question.

- K.VeeraVardhini, III/IV CSE

FORGOT ME NA..??FORGOT ME NA..??FORGOT ME NA..??FORGOT ME NA..??FORGOT ME NA..??
Enjoying with your friends so much that you actually forgot me..!
But I promise I will meet you very soon, just wait
Yours lovingly
University exams...!))

- S.V.S.Mounika, III/IV CSE

CHINA GIRLCHINA GIRLCHINA GIRLCHINA GIRLCHINA GIRL
One boy married a beautiful China girl
After one year she dead
He was crying
His friend came and convinced
"Don’t feel ra no guarantee for china items"...

- Sd.Mehroonisa, I/IV CSE

AMAZING ANSWERSAMAZING ANSWERSAMAZING ANSWERSAMAZING ANSWERSAMAZING ANSWERS
A Student who got 0% marks was surprised because all his answers seemed to be correct
Q1: In which battle did Tippu Sultan died?
A: In his last battle
Q2: Where was the declaration of Independence signed?
A: At the bottom of the page
Q3: What is the main reason for divorce?
A: Marriage
Q: In which state does the river Ganga flow?
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A: Liquid state
Q5: When was Mahatma Gandhi born?
A: On his birthday

CRAZY STUDENTCRAZY STUDENTCRAZY STUDENTCRAZY STUDENTCRAZY STUDENT
I'm not addicted to face book
I only use it when I have time....
That is

Lunch time
Break time
Bed time
Off time

           This time
That time
Any time
All the time....

B.TB.TB.TB.TB.Tech Battle:ech Battle:ech Battle:ech Battle:ech Battle:
4 years
8 wars (semesters)
48 enemies (subjects)
14 bullets (internals)
1 woman army! (Student)
Yes proud to be an Engineering student...!

- T.Siva Nandini, III/IV CSE

THERE ARE 6 FTHERE ARE 6 FTHERE ARE 6 FTHERE ARE 6 FTHERE ARE 6 FACTS ON EARACTS ON EARACTS ON EARACTS ON EARACTS ON EARTH.TH.TH.TH.TH.
1 fact: - You can't touch all Ur teeth with Ur tongue.
2 fact: - After reading this all fools will try it.
3 fact: - Now you will smile because you become a fool.
4 fact: - Now you want to fool your friends.
5 fact: - Now you will forward it to all fools.
6 fact: - 1st fact wrong is wrong.

- V.Lakshmi Devi, III/IV CSE

FUNNY TENSEFUNNY TENSEFUNNY TENSEFUNNY TENSEFUNNY TENSE
Teacher: "I killed a person", convert this sentence into Future tense.
Student: The future tense is “You will go to jail"

- P.RupaLakshmi, III/IV CSE

LIFE IS MOVIE FULLLIFE IS MOVIE FULLLIFE IS MOVIE FULLLIFE IS MOVIE FULLLIFE IS MOVIE FULL
College name: Bommarillu.
Admission: Evaraina epudaina.
Study: Konchum istam koncham kastam.
Class: Appudappudu.
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Exams: Anukokunda Oka roju.
Paper: Aparichithudu.
Question: Gharshana.
Copy: Okariki okaru
Slip: Apadhbandhavudu.
Results: Sandhade sandadi.
Pass: Ullasanga uthsahanga.
Fail: Gunda jallu mandi.
Supplementary: Nuvvu vastanante nenovadantana.
Next year: Kottabangaru lokam.

- Y.ANUSHA, IV/IV CSE
Q. What is the full-form of Computer?
A. Commonly Operated Machine Particularly Used for Technical Education Research.

- Y.ANUSHA, IV/IV CSE
Difference between talent & god’s gift
A Woman can give lecture for 2 hours on any subject – Talent
A Men can give lecture for 2 hours without any subject – Its God’s gift.

- K.Harika, III/IV ECE
Ambedhkar used “Lamp” to Study
Kalam used “Candle” to Study
Bush studied in “Streetlight”
But
Do you know about me only “Agarbati”
No claps for me Plzz…
I hate Publicity!!

- K.Sravanthi, III/IV ECE
Doctors after operation &B.tech students after exam
Both tell the same answers
We tried our best
Can’t say anything right now!

- D.Nithisha, III/IV ECE
From recent survey by doctors….
90% of teachers are suffering from Throat Cancer problem by Teaching Students-----
So please bunk the classes as much as possible & save our teachers.

- Kiranmai, III/IV ECE
US dollar is increasing to 70/-
Petrol is increasing to 81/-
Sachin increasing his centuries to 100
But Thank God
Passing marks are still 28 only.

- G.Prasanna, III/IV ECE
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Lips are like friends
If we say Read,Write,Learn, They will never meet……
But if we say Bunk,Play,Party,Picnic,
Fatafat Mil JaateHai…..

-Sk. Rizwana, II/IV ECE
A Student Service Msg…..!
Because It means.
E-End Of
T-Thinking
C-Capacity
But Teacher Won't Ever Understand Our Feelings...

- R.NEEHARIKA, III/IV ECE
TERROR JOKETERROR JOKETERROR JOKETERROR JOKETERROR JOKE

What will happen
if you throw an AMPLIFIER into the sea?
TSUNAMI will be created
since an amplifier converts waves into bigger wave.

- P.VASUNDHARA, III/IV ECE
ENGINEERING COLLEGES PLEDGE..!ENGINEERING COLLEGES PLEDGE..!ENGINEERING COLLEGES PLEDGE..!ENGINEERING COLLEGES PLEDGE..!ENGINEERING COLLEGES PLEDGE..!

India is our Nation!!
Joy is our destination!
Chating is our occupation!
Rocking is our profession!
But what the hell is this EDUCATION!
From Back benchers….

   - P.Reena, III/IV ECE
I am a 10 letter Indian city…
4, 5, 6 letters is an educational degree...
10, 6, 9 is a part in the face….
1,2,4,5 is used in the hair…
5, 6, 7 is used in cricket….
Guess me….
Ans: Coimbatore

- V.Mounika, III/IV EEE
Joke: Are you made of copper (Cu) and tellurium (Te).
No. why?
Because you are so Cute.

*****
PATIENT: Doctor, I have a pain in my eye whenever I drink tea
DOCTOR: Take the spoon out of the mug before you drink.

*****
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A: Just look at the young person with the short hair and blue jeans. Is it a boy or girl?
B: It`s a girl. She is my daughter.
A: Oh, I am sorry. sir I didn`t know that you were her father.
B: I`m not. I`m here mother.

*****
PUPIL:”Would you punish me for something I didn`t do”?
TEACHER:”of course not”.
PUPIL: ”Good, because I haven`t done my homework”.

*****
A teacher asked a student to write 55.
Student asked: How?
Teacher: write and beside it.
The student wrote 5 and stopped.
Teacher: What are you waiting for?
Student: I don’t know which side to write the others 5!

*****
Little Johnny: Teacher, can I go to the bathroom?
                        (Teacher corrected as)
Teacher: Little Johnny, May I go to the bathroom?
Little Johnny: but I asked first.

 ******
TEACHER:Why are u late?
STUDENT:There was a man who lost a hundred dollar bill.
Teacher: That`s nice.Were u helping him look for it?
STUDENT: No, I was standing on it.

- C.SAI GOWRI, III/IV EEE
Sardar’s friend:hai, last year the name plate outside your house read Santa Singh B.A.This year

it reads Santa Singh M.A.when did you finish your master degree..?
Sardar: You don’t understand, last year my wife died, I put B.A to indicate BachelorAgain..!Then I took
a second wife, so M.A is married again…!

*****
Two sardars were fixing a bomb in a car...
Sardar 1: what would you do if the bomb explodes while fixing..?
Sardar 2:don’t worry! I had one more…..
Q: tell me four versions of java?
A:Mar java
    Mit java
    Lut java
   Mian sadke java…

- V.Anusha sri meghana, III/IV EEE
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HEIGHT OF CONFIDENCE!!!HEIGHT OF CONFIDENCE!!!HEIGHT OF CONFIDENCE!!!HEIGHT OF CONFIDENCE!!!HEIGHT OF CONFIDENCE!!!
Once many professors were called and asked to sit in an aeroplane to goon a journey. After they

sat, they were informed that the plane was made by their students. All of them ran and get out of the
plane except one....

People asked him what was the reason?
He said that "If it is made by my students it won't start.

- B.Vasavi, III/IV EEE
Q: Who is the laziest person in the world?
A: The one who invented the "SNOOZE" option in the alarm.

- G.varsha, III/IV EEE

3 UNFORGET3 UNFORGET3 UNFORGET3 UNFORGET3 UNFORGETTTTTTABLE THINGS IN OUR LIFEABLE THINGS IN OUR LIFEABLE THINGS IN OUR LIFEABLE THINGS IN OUR LIFEABLE THINGS IN OUR LIFE
1. Breakfast
2.Lunch
3.Dinner
Moral:-Don't expect emotional messages ever

- G.Tejaswi, III/IVEEE

HEIGHT OF COOLNESSHEIGHT OF COOLNESSHEIGHT OF COOLNESSHEIGHT OF COOLNESSHEIGHT OF COOLNESS
At end of exam time
Teacher: Put the pen down.
Student: Chill dude it's not a GUNnnn!!!.

HEIGHT OF ADDICTION:HEIGHT OF ADDICTION:HEIGHT OF ADDICTION:HEIGHT OF ADDICTION:HEIGHT OF ADDICTION:
In a college form when asked to write the permanent address a student wrote......

    www.facebook.com
FUNNIEST SITUAFUNNIEST SITUAFUNNIEST SITUAFUNNIEST SITUAFUNNIEST SITUATION IN STUDENT LIFETION IN STUDENT LIFETION IN STUDENT LIFETION IN STUDENT LIFETION IN STUDENT LIFE

When you have no idea what to write in paper & examiner comes and says
"PLZ hide your answer sheet!!!".

EXTREME HEIGHT OF HONESTYEXTREME HEIGHT OF HONESTYEXTREME HEIGHT OF HONESTYEXTREME HEIGHT OF HONESTYEXTREME HEIGHT OF HONESTY
Sitting in an exam hall
:
:
Opening a chit
Memorizing it
Then writing without seeing it !!!.

MURDER OF ENGLISHMURDER OF ENGLISHMURDER OF ENGLISHMURDER OF ENGLISHMURDER OF ENGLISH
1. Pick up the paper and fall in dust bin.
2. Will you hang the calendar or else I'll hang myself
3. I have 2 daughters both are girls.
4. All of you stand in a straight circle.
5. The principal is revolving in the corridor.
6. Open the window let the air force come in.
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SCHOOL LIFESCHOOL LIFESCHOOL LIFESCHOOL LIFESCHOOL LIFE

Most irritating moment-Morning alarm

Most difficult task-To find socks

Most dreadful journey-Way to class

Most lovely time-Meeting friends

Most tragic moment-Surprise test in 1st period

Most wonderful news-Teacher is absent

******

Mr.Bean got an invitation for a party,they told him to put a brown tie only.

Mr.Bean went to party and he shocked that others are wearing pant and shirt also!!!

******

4 things boys do in exam hall.

1.Counting girls in their rows.

2.Counting fans and tubelights.

3.Eat the pen .

4.Think of studying seriously for next exams.

GIRLS:

1.        write

2.write

3.write

:

:

4.just write

*******

"Never change your originality for the sake of anybody."

Because no one can play your role better than you...

- D.Lalitha, III/IV EEE

QUOTQUOTQUOTQUOTQUOTAAAAATIONSTIONSTIONSTIONSTIONS

• My attitude will always be based on how you treat me….

• Always love your mother , because you will never get another..

• Winners are not people who never fail but people who never quit.

• Difficult doesn’t mean impossible.it simply means that you have to work hard.

• Without communication,there is no relationship.

Without respect,there is no love.

Without trust there is no reason to continue.

• God will never leave you empty.He will replace everything you lost.if he ask you to put something

down,it’s because he wants you to pick up something greater.

- R.Lakshmi Brundavana, III/IV EEE
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THE FAMILTHE FAMILTHE FAMILTHE FAMILTHE FAMILY TREEY TREEY TREEY TREEY TREE

The mysterious question of what arrives after a million, billion and trillion? The answers are:

quadrillion, quintillion, sextillion, septillion, octillion, nonillion, decillion and undecillion.

A WONDERFUL MISTA WONDERFUL MISTA WONDERFUL MISTA WONDERFUL MISTA WONDERFUL MISTAKEAKEAKEAKEAKE

The name of the popular search engine ‘Google’ probably from where you landed here came

from a misspelling of the word ‘googol’, which is a very large number (the number one followed by one

hundred zeros to be exact).

- V,Anusha sri meghana, III/IV EEE

You know why women starts with ‘W’…

because all questions start with “W”.. !

Who?

Why?

What?

When?

Which?

Whom?

Where?

&

Finally Wife..!!!

**********

A Kid Calls the Help Desk to Complain About Computer Problem:

Kid:-When I Type Computer Password, It Just Shows Star Star Star Star. What is that joke?

Help Desk:-Dear Kid Those Stars Are To Protect You, So If A Person Is Around You, He Can’t Read Your

Password.

Kid:-Yeah Okay, But Stars Appear even when there is No One around Me.

*******

The Bank sends sardar a mail written...

'Your payments are outstanding".

Sardar replies 'Thanks for the compliment’

**********

In Bed, It's 6AM,

U close your eyes for 5 mins, it's 7:45   :(

But In class, It's 9:30

U close your eyes for 5 mins It's still 9:31

- V.Bhanu Sri, III/IV EEE
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J. Mounika
II/IV EEE

J. Mounika
II/IV EEE

ARTS
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J. Mounika
II/IV EEE

J. Mounika
II/IV EEE
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J. Mounika
II/IV EEE

J. Mounika
II/IV EEE

J. Mounika
II/IV EEE
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BAPATLA WOMEN'S ENGINEERING COLLEGE: BAPATLA

LIST OF STUDENTS PLACED IN ACADEMIC YEAR 2013 T0 2014

S.No. Register No Name of the student Selected in company Branch

1. Y10EC2629 G.Vasundhara Jytra Engineering Services ECE

2. Y10EC2665 P.Nandini Reddy Jytra Engineering Services ECE

3. L11EC2722 CH.Naga Sruthi Jytra Engineering Services ECE

4. Y10EC2660 N.Joythsana Jytra Engineering Services ECE

5. L11EC2728 K.Lakshmi Durga Jytra Engineering Services ECE

6. Y10EC2616 CH.V.G.Padma Jyothi Jytra Engineering Services ECE

7. Y10CS2699 Syed.Haseena Jytra Engineering Services CSE

8. Y10CS2654 K.V.S.L.Mani Rekha Jytra Engineering Services CSE

9. Y10CS2681 P.Bindu Jytra Engineering Services CSE

10. Y10EC2636 K.Haritha Infosys ECE

11. Y10EC2624 D.Samyuktha Infosys ECE

12. Y10EC2636 K.Haritha Tech Mahindra ECE

13. Y10EC2632 G.Keerthi Crown e Labs ECE

14. Y10EC2681 D.Syamala Crown e Labs ECE

15. Y10CS2665 M.Jyothi Bhashyam Developers Pvt Ltd CSE

16. Y10CS2667 M.Sravani Bhashyam Developers Pvt Ltd CSE

17. Y11CS2722 D.Lavanya Bhashyam Developers Pvt Ltd CSE

18. Y1CS2721 B.Siva Parvathi MEDPLUS CSE
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Editorial Board
C.V.Lakshmi, Asst.Prof , Department of English

Dr. D.V.Lakshmi, Vice-Principal

N.Kavitha, HOD, Department of CSE

SK.Shabana, Lecturer, Department of CSE

I.Haritha, HOD, Department of EEE

J.Vasanthi, Lecturer, Department of EEE

G.Krishna Veni, HOD, Department of ECE

G.Divya, Lecturer, Department of ECE

B.Ramya Bhanu, Lecturer, Department of ECE

STUDENTS

REGD NO NAME BRANCH

Y11CS2670 P.Yamini Rama Sai 3/4 CSE

Y11CS2616 CH.Pravalika 3/4 CSE

Y11CS26 53 M.S.Pratyusha 3/4 CSE

Y11CS2639 K.Deepthi 3/4 CSE

Y11CS2643 K.Sukanya 3/4 CSE

Y11CS2683 S.A.Mounisha 3/4 CSE

Y11CS2678 P.Rupa Lakshmi 3/4 CSE

Y11EE2649 M.Priyanka Raj 3/4 EEE

Y11EE2666 R.Lakshmi Brundavana 3/4 EEE

Y11EE2604 V.Anusha Sri Megana 3/4 EEE

Y11EE2615 CH.Indira Priyanka 3/4 EEE

Y11EE2629 G.Anusha 3/4 EEE

Y11EE2670 Sk.Rizvana 3/4 EEE

Y11EE2663 P.Anusha 3/4 EEE

Y11EC2604 B.V.L.Sireesha 3/4 ECE

Y11EC2641 K.Harika 3/4 ECE

Y11EC2643 K.Sravanthi 3/4 ECE

Y11EC2691 S.Swathi 3/4 ECE

Y11EC2671 P.Vasundara 3/4 ECE

Editorial Board
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